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The House At Pooneil Corners (© 1968, Jefferson Airplane)
You and me we keep walkin’ around and we see
All the bullshit around us
You try and keep your mind on what’s going down
Can’t help but see the rhinoceros around us
And you wonder what you can be
And you do what you can
To get bald and high
you can establish command once we discuss it.
outside of your right to revenge.
it’s about equality as we move forward.
okay. okay?

And you know I’m still goin’ need you around
You say it’s healing but nobody’s feeling it
Somebody’s dealing, somebody’s stealing it
You say you don’t see and you don’t
You say you won’t know and you won’t let it come
Everything someday will be gone except silence
Earth will be quiet again
Seas from clouds will wash off the ashes of violence
Left as the memory of men
There will be no survivor my friend
i have no interest in keeping you down. which is why i might still be around.
our minds can be free here. simple or a lower class version of minimal,
a big long shadow of something small. a secret psychedelia
and more our weird flesh, soft sections and those over bone. an arch.
white sheets and matching underwear. psychic understanding.
something private.

Suddenly everyone will look surprised
Stars spinning wheels in the skies
Sun is scrambled in their eyes
While the moon circles like a vulture
[...]
Jelly and juice and bubbles, bubbles on the floor
[...]
From here to heaven is a scar Dead center, deep as death
[...]
In the sun
Sun
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back to the waterfall,
but you and i both know its more insignificant than that
it’s skipping a line, a nod and a trust.
and that’s all that matters for the end of the world.
maybe things would be better if those in control would allow it to be?
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